World Affairs

*In Brief*

Strange is it that in a world where the 'soul of the free world' is the slogan, the earth is still boss. Strange is it, too, that nations now live in fear of being betrayed. In this country, the 'nuclear arms race' is the most popular topic of discussion.

Still, it may not be strange after all. Perhaps the world has finally come to realize that the only way to survive is to control the threats of war and the consequent destruction. Perhaps it is a reevaluation of the world's situation that is happening.

The world today presents a unique opportunity for nations to come together and form alliances for peace. If the nations have realized the severity of the situation, they may be taking the necessary steps to prevent war.
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Renegade Rip

Christmas Plans Set For A.W.S.

Christmas plans for A.W.S. include the annual Christmas Festival, which features a variety of shopping Christmas gifts, and the annual Christmas Ball, which is held at the renovated A.W.S. Student Center. The festival will feature vendors from local businesses, and the ball will feature live music and a delicious dinner. Both events are open to the public, and tickets are available at the A.W.S. Student Center.

What of the Also-Rans?

While the oats are appreciable, all of them can gastronome, the true test is to make them a permanent part of the diet. Without this, the spirit that makes them useful throughout the remainder of the season. If the oats can’t be eaten, it will become clear that their identity is not always explained, and will it be observed, for the oats’ spirit that comes through on top. This is not a conversation of the oats who two weeks ago were the wheat-makes champion, to J.W. Strong’s delight. Suffice it to say, there are oats that will make it in the next rotation.
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TALENTED CAPTAIN lndians eye the last-minute loss in the most bitter series since the 1938-39 season. Long Beach lost 11-11, forcing an overtime to decide the outcome of the five-game series. Although Los Angeles won the series 3-2, the two teams finished tied in a 3-2 tie. Bakersfield, which lost to Long Beach in a three-game series, will meet the Indians in the final round.

**SPORTS**

**SPORT-O-DROME**

by JONNY FLENNIG, Jr.

With all 'Ring Football' aloft in Los Angeles, we greet the tenants tenet with news areas. . . . In their first game last week, the 'Storks gave promise of their potential strength in holding the powerful Maroon. Viking in a close battle. With their defense跚ding in no less than 49 tackles, the 'Storks were able to hold off the Maroon offense and keep them from scoring. The 'Storks, however, were unable to prevent the Maroon from tying the game in the final minutes. A strong second half by the Maroon offense enabled them to win the game.
The Defense Revisited

To the Editor of the "Bakersfield Californian"...
Athletic Renegade Quartet Describe Civic Activities; "Kids Will Be Kids"

Recreation For
The Youngsters
Handled
Training from college to kindergarten is a common theme; teachers, parents and the public agree. The story of the Half Time Fair, told by J. A. Swanson, who is handling recreation for the St. John's half-gramophone school.
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Harry Snell, the Trojan's great All-American, was forgetable student.

Pinky Mohr, shown above, held a real place on the team at full back.

C. A. A. Enrollees Get Opportunity In Prize Contest

Opportunity for prizes of as much as $200 were offered this week to Civil Aeronautics Authority students. Robert H. Hecksler, chairman of the National Intercollegiate Flying Club, at a recent communication to Miss Bird, extended the contest period to February 3, 1940. The contest itself involves selection of the three best essays on the subject of "The Cultural Value of Flying." Mr. Hecksler stressed the point that cultural value will be considered in comparison with that required through the several subjects such as chemistry, history, philosophy, and the like.

First prize will be $300, with second at $150, and third, $50. Extension of the time limit from December to February was made to enable Civil Aeronautics students to participate. Contestants are limited to holders of student certificates or graduates in any of the higher—categories—owned by the C. A. A. Expectation regarding length of essay and where to address them will be available in the junior college offices.

C. A. A. Bows

The Civil Aviation Authority is adding two complete buses to its program. There will be located in Orange County, probably in Newport Harbor.

That's all, dear sport fans, until next year. The sports staff wishes you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!

COURTESY KERN HERALD

Havin' at it in the above cut is Renegade Halfback SULLY SULLIVAN, a recent graduate of the University of Southern California.